
Year 4 Spellings – Spring 1 Week 6 

 

Homophones- words that sound the same, but have different spellings and are used in different contexts.  

  Look   Cover  Write  Check 

bored      

board      

son      

sun      

allowed      

aloud      

 

 

Year 4 Spellings – Spring 2 Week 2  

Greek/French words.  

Lots of our language actually come from other languages! We’re looking at some Greek and French words this week. ‘ch’ 

in Greek makes a ‘ck’ sound, but in French makes a ‘sh’ sound. ‘que’ and ‘gue’ are also Greek/French sounds found at the 

end of words. ‘Sc’ is also found at the beginning of some French words, and makes a ‘s’ sound.  

 

  Look   Cover  Write  Check 
chaos      

character      

brochure      

machine      

league      

antique      

 

You will be tested on these spellings and will also be given 4 more spellings on the day which use this rule. Make sure you 

learn the rule! 

 

 

Year 4 Spellings – Spring 2 Week 3 

Prefixes: in-, il-, ir-, im-.  

These alter the meaning of the words to mean the opposite.  

  Look   Cover  Write  Check 
inactive      

incorrect      

immature      

impolite      

illegible      

irregular      

 

You will be tested on these spellings and will also be given 4 more spellings on the day which use this rule. Make sure you 

learn the rule! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4 Spellings – Spring 2 Week 4 

Suffix –ssion and –sion.  

  Look   Cover  Write  Check 
admisssion      

emission      

permission      

decision      

division      

Explosion       

 

You will be tested on these spellings and will also be given 4 more spellings on the day which use this rule. Make sure you 

learn the rule! 

 

 

Year 4 Spellings – Spring 2 Week 5 

 

Ey, ei or eigh? 

  Look   Cover  Write  Check 
eight      

rein      

obey      

prey      

freight      

sleigh      

 

You will be tested on these spellings and will also be given 4 more spellings on the day which use this rule. Make sure you 

learn the rule! 

 

Year 4 Spellings – Spring 2 Week 6 

 

Latin words – ‘sc’ making a ‘s’ sound.  

 

  Look   Cover  Write  Check 
Science      

Discipline      

Fascinate      

Disciple      

Crescent      

Ascend       

 

You will be tested on these spellings and will also be given 4 more spellings on the day which use this rule. Make sure you 

learn the rule! 

 


